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In Stock, 23 available. Backorder: No ETA. Not Available for Retail Sale. Ships in 1 - 19 business
days. In Stock, 7 available. In Stock, 2 available. In Stock, 8 available. In Stock, 1 available. In
Stock, 13 available. In Stock, 4 available. In Stock, 3 available. If your lantern is no longer
holding pressure in the tank then it is likely that the pump has become worn and will need to be
replaced. This video will show you how. Shopping Cart. Submit Search. Sign in Sign in with
Password. Cart Shopping Cart 0 item s in your cart. Restore a saved shopping cart. Preferred
Partners of. Shimano Spinning Reel Parts. Continue Shopping Proceed to Checkout. Search
within model. Add to Cart. Popular Parts. Spool Washer 3 pack. Handle Lock Washer.
Anti-Reverse Pawl Spring. Drive Gear Bushing. Anti-Reverse Cam Spring. Side Cover Screw.
Reel Parts. Repair Guides. Quick Fix: How to Replace the Pump on a Newer Style Coleman
Lantern If your lantern is no longer holding pressure in the tank then it is likely that the pump
has become worn and will need to be replaced. Accessories for the Shimano R. No questions
have been asked yet. Ask a question. Ask our experts a question about this part and we will
respond as soon as we can. Join our VIP email list to receive money-saving-advice and special
discounts. Model Number Recommended. Submit your question. Thank you for your question!
Our experts will get back to you as soon as they can. Ask Another Question. Continue
Shopping. Sign up. Thank you! Your email, , has been added to our mailing list. We were unable
to add your email to our mailing list. Millions of Parts From Top Brands. Need Help? Customer
Service. We have changed our phone number so please update your information When ordering
parts please have your part numbers available when possible to insure accuracy. Due to
circumstances beyond our control special parts orders make take longer to fill from the
manufacturer. We currently have no online sales, please E-mail or call with parts orders, Due to
the time it takes to process a parts orders over 5 items please E-mail orders to info
matsreelrepair. Click on buttons below to view our parts list. Parts inventory and price may
change without notice. Due to the high volume of demand for parts we will be limiting
quantities. Shipping Cost includes but are not limited to Shipping charge, Packaging materials,
Processing Fees, Transportaion to shipping facility. We offer Boca Bearings to make your reels
smoother and faster than stock. We stock Smooth Drag washers, they can stop anything. There
is a good chance we have a new or nice used spool in stock to get you fishing again. We have a
large collection of spools from Mitchell 's to Penn conventional reels to Zebco spincast reels.
Let us know what you are looking for. Also if you want to find out how much that reel is worth,
stop by and I can give you an estimate. We love to see those old reels and tackle. We also have
a large display of antique reels in the shop for you to view, we love hearing "Dad or Grandpa
use to have a reel like that one. The biggest issue we have is part numbers; we have a number
of schematics for many old reels but, not all. Part numbers are important for us to locate the
correct part for your reel. So if possible, please have part numbers ready when calling for parts.
No returns on parts or handles ordered. At this time you can order by phone, E-mail or click on
photos below for more info and to order. Member of the Old Reel Collectors Association. Check
out their website. Powered by GoDaddy. Reel Parts. We stock thousands of parts from the 40's
to present for many makes and models. Abu Garcia. Abu Garcia Pure Fishing5 pdf Download.
Berkley Parts. Berkley Reel Parts5 pdf Download. Diawa Parts. Daiwa Reel Parts5 pdf Download.
Dam Quick Parts. Dam Quick Reel Parts5 pdf Download. Johnson Parts. Johnson Reel Parts5
pdf Download. Mitchell Parts. Mitchell Pure Fishing5 pdf Download. Okuma Parts. Okuma Reel
Parts5 pdf Download. Olympic Parts. OLympic Reel Parts5 pdf Download. Penn Parts. Penn
Fishing Parts5 pdf Download. Shakespeare Pflueger Parts. Shakespeare :Pflueger Fishing
Parts5 pdf Download. Shimano Parts. Shimano Reel Parts5 pdf Download. Zebco Quantum
Parts. Zebco:Quantum Reel Parts5 pdf Download. Boca Bearings We offer Boca Bearings to
make your reels smoother and faster than stock. Smooth Drag We stock Smooth Drag washers,
they can stop anything. We also buy and sell antique reels and parts. You are thus assured
maximum performance and maximum comfort. In order to obtain optimal performance, a
complete SHIMANO component group system should always be fitted, since all the individual
components are perfectly matched. When combined with regular servicing, done either by
yourself or your favourite dealer, we guarantee the best riding experience. Each and every
component that goes onto your bike is critical to your safety. We never compromise. SHIMANO
groupset families are clearly delineated by performance, so you can spend more time riding and
less time second-guessing. Perfectly fitting parts facilitate easy assembly and ensure excellent
performance. Advantage functions for a faster, smoother and practically stress-free ride.
Ultimate performance is attained by taking advantage of the leading-edge technology. Smooth
reliable riding. Guaranteed quality Each and every component that goes onto your bike is
critical to your safety. The highest quality standards for maximum fitting accuracy, reliability
and safety. Always state of the art: Our parts are constantly updated in line with series
development. Leading edge technology for the highest level of riding. Advanced functions for

serious riders. Stable riding performance for a comfortable, reliable and smooth ride. There
seems to be a problem serving the request at this time. Skip to main content. Filter 1. Shop by
Category. Reel Type see all. Part Type see all. Ball Bearings. Spool Assembly. Power Handle.
Fishing Type see all. Saltwater Fishing. Freshwater Fishing. Coarse Fishing. Color see all. Brand
see all. Shimano Filter Applied. Type see all. Condition see all. New other see details. For parts
or not working. Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format see all. All Listings. Best
Offer. Buy It Now. Classified Ads. Item Location see all. US Only. North America. Delivery
Options see all. Free International Shipping. Show only see all. Returns Accepted. Completed
Items. Sold Items. Authorized Seller. Authenticity Guarantee. More refinements More
refinements Shop by Part. See All - Shop by Part. All Auction Buy It Now. Sort: Best Match. Best
Match. View: Gallery View. List View. Shimano baitrunner spinning reel Very Nice!!! Shimano
Vanford F Reels 5 out of 5 stars. Only 1 left! Free shipping. Only 2 left. Results Pagination - Page
1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Shimano One stop shop for all things from your favorite brand. Shop now. The
new Exsence is made using the newest high-end materials and technologies, resulting in a light
weight but immensely strong reel. The new VANFORD is the go-to reel when it comes down to
finesse- and sensitive fishing applications in freshwater and saltwater inshore environments.
The New Aerlex series with their new cosmetic design have been designed for the heavy duty
work. The Spod version with a 5, ratio and a massive cm retrieve can really make light work of
all spodding activities. The Alderaban BFS XG is light, compact and fast with a shallow
magnesium spool allowing the reel to cast lighter lures even further. A stunning larger front
drag reel offering excellent value for anglers who demand a heavy duty fixed spool. An
extremely powerful and robust front drag Baitrunner available in a range of sizes to suit most
applications. The DL FB front drag lays itself perfectly to match, predator and specialist anglers,
offering a freespool facility in a compact package. The DL rear drag is the highest spec
Varispeed Baitrunner in the range, suitable for allround Carp and Specialist situations. An
affordable heavy duty Baitrunner with superb styling and a host of features. Very affordable,
entry-level small Baitrunner suited to commercial fisheries and all specialist angling. The next
big development in Shimano's legendary baitrunner range. The Aero Concept helps to deliver
increased casting distance and accuracy. Widely regarded as the strongest and most reliable
high-speed baitcasting multiplier, with a reputation spanning back over 20 years. A compact
left-hand casting reel with built in level-wind suitable for many different lure fishing styles. The
new Curado K is the new version of the well known Curado I. This eye-catching surf reel is
designed to be both light and strong. The Big- and Medium Baitrunners are back and they are
fully stocked with the best Shimano technologies. The Ocea Calcutta HG is perfect for lighter
saltwater jigging and also makes a great live-bait reel. The Power Aero Big Pit reel which will
come in a dark-ish and silver-ish version is an eye-catching reel for the fanatic carp- and surf
angler. The new Sahara is a powerful spinning reel with unparalleled durability at its price point.
The Sahara RD is a versatile reel that can be used for many freshwater angling purposes,
wether it is lure fishing for pike or match fishing for bream. The Socorro SW is sure to appeal to
the price conscious angler who does not want to compromise of demanding applications in the
saltwater environment. The Spheros SW is the first dedicated SW reel which is available in
smaller sizes for a very affordable price. The Stella FJ is the new flagship in front drag Core
Solid spinning reels and is developed for both fresh and salt water conditions. Stunning
cosmetics and brimming with the latest technology and suitable for many different types of
fishing. A classic Shimano reel that has established an enviable reputation for its looks, quality
and performance. The Super GT is a low gear, high torque reel, perfect for bigger freshwater
fish but encased in a compact body. The new Sustain is a all-round front drag spinning reel with
some exiting new features. The iconic Shimano lever drag multiplier reel used all around the
world in both fresh and saltwater. The TR level wind reel, is a no nonsense, reliable offshore reel
that provides exceptional value for money. A no nonsense manual lever clutch multiplier,
designed to be put through its paces in a saltwater environment. Based upon a narrow body
principle which equals less weight, smaller dimensions and easier handling than equivalent
lever drag multipliers, Talica is truly a high-speed dream machine. Shimano's Tiagra range are
the worldwide market leader in Big Game Reels and are renowned for their reliability when
target he biggest fish, year after year. A small body combined with a high capacity make this
star drag multiplier perfect for targeting bigger species. The totally new Tranx is designed as a
'working machine for big fish'. This aluminium framed lever drag reel is available in single and
2-speed versions and has built up a trusted reputation amongst serious boat anglers. Packed
with unique features like X-Ship, Super Slow Oscillation 5, Aero Wrap II and Instant Drag the
carp angler can be confident to challenge the biggest and most sought after carps of all big
lakes and rivers. The Aero Technium MgS is the flagship model of the big pit range. The new
Shimano Bantam MGL reel is a total new baitcasting reel within the low profile baitcasting

models. The Calcutta Conquest is the flagship model of the round profile baitcasting reels in the
Shimano Europe range. This reel is poised to be the new basic of powerful electric reels, with a
body that is redesignd to be low profile, enabling the user to control with a single hand. The
new SLX is the replacement model for the Caenan. The Caius is the entry-level baitcasting reel.
The Curado MGL is the smallest Curado model available, and it is developed to handle a wide
array of lures while excelling at comfortably casting smaller lures. Genpu XT is specifically
developed for a wide variety of light offshore vertical techniques. Finally, the fall lever has found
its way onto the Ocea Jigger! With the latest shape of the fall lever, anglers can now control the
lever with higher precision. With its compact Hagane body, line capacity of m of PE3 and a
maximum torque power of 15kg, this versatile reel is perfect for light fishing techniques at
depths up to over m. For instance it can be used for tataki technique or even deep light
bolentino for every kind of rockfish and seabream. The new Saragosa SW is a mid-priced
durable, powerful and light weight saltwater reel designed purposely for offshore casting and
jigging. It has the ideal gear ratio and retrieve speed to present the EGI lure in the ideal way. The
STRADIC is already a well known and highly appreciated spinning reel which is used by
hundred of thousands anglers, all over the world. Twin Power has always been synonym of
strength and reliability, and the new FD model is once again raising the quality standards for the
spinning reels of its category. Long stroke - Aluminium andonized - Cold forged. The Antares is
a versatile baitcasting reel that supports a wide range of lure weights and can handle from short
casts to long casts. Homepage Reels. Family Type Spinning. Extra Spool No. Models , , , , ,
Waterproof Drag Yes. Models , , Models , Exsence The new Exsence is made using the newest
high-end materials and technologies, resulting in a light weight but immensely strong reel. Line
Lay Aerowrap II. Spool Material Cold Forged Aluminum. Waterproof Drag YES. Handle Screw in
machine cut aluminum. Vanford The new VANFORD is the go-to reel when it comes down to
finesse- and sensitive fishing applications in freshwater and saltwater inshore environments.
Body Material XT Maintenance Port Yes body. Extra Spool 0. Models XSB. Waterproof Drag No.
Handle Single machined aluminium. Maintenance Port -. Family Type Baitcasting. Models XG
Right. Waterproof Drag -. Handle Double handle with paddles. Line Lay Varispeed. Maintenance
Port No. Spool Material Diecast aluminium. Handle Single. Alivio FA A stunning larger front drag
reel offering excellent value for anglers who demand a heavy duty fixed spool. Family Type
Freespool. Models , , , Spool Material Cold forged aluminium. Baitrunner D An extremely
powerful and robust front drag Baitrunner available in a range of sizes to suit most applications.
Extra Spool 1. Handle Double handle. Baitrunner Oceanic An affordable heavy duty Baitrunner
with superb styling and a host of features. Spool Material XT Baitrunner ST FB Very affordable,
entry-level small Baitrunner suited to commercial fisheries and all specialist angling. Handle
Double. Body Material Hybrid. Extra Spool 1 x cold forged aluminium. Handle Double on Body
Material Cold forged aluminium. Models Calcutta D Widely regarded as the strongest and most
reliable high-speed baitcasting multiplier, with a reputation spanning back over 20 years. The
Catana RC is a rear-drag spinning reel. Extra Spool Yes. Handle Single handle. Body Material
Diecast aluminium. Spool Material Duraluminium. Corvalus A compact left-hand casting reel
with built in level-wind suitable for many different lure fishing styles. Spool Material Diecasted
aluminium. Handle Single handled machined aluminium. Fliegen SD This eye-catching surf reel
is designed to be both light and strong. Models , , , , Body Material Aluminium. Models HG.
Handle Single power handle. Line Lay -. Sahara FI The new Sahara is a powerful spinning reel
with unparalleled durability at its price point. Sahara RD The Sahara RD is a versatile reel that
can be used for many freshwater angling purposes, wether it is lure fishing for pike or match
fishing for bream. Family Type Heavy Duty Spinning. Socorro SW The Socorro SW is sure to
appeal to the price conscious angler who does not want to compromise of demanding
applications in the saltwater environment. Models C, Spool Material Cold Forged aluminium.
Spool Material Cold forged aluminium double E. Extra Spool 1 x XT Models , , S, S. Sustain FI
The new Sustain is a all-round front drag spinning reel with some exiting new features. Bearings
4. Family Type Multiplier. Handle Single aluminium power handle. TLD The iconic Shimano lever
drag multiplier reel used all around the world in both fresh and saltwater. Bearings 1. Handle
Single steel power handle. TR The TR level wind reel, is a no nonsense, reliable offshore reel
that provides exceptional value for money. TR LD Charter Special A no nonsense manual lever
clutch multiplier, designed to be put through its paces in a saltwater environment. Bearings 6.
Spool Material Diecast aluminium with E. Talica Based upon a narrow body principle which
equals less weight, smaller dimensions and easier handling than equivalent lever drag
multipliers, Talica is truly a high-speed dream machine. Body Material Machined aluminium.
Bearings Tiagra Shimano's Tiagra range are the worldwide market leader in Big Game Reels and
are renowned for their reliability when target he biggest fish, year after year. Handle Cold forged
aluminium single handle. Torium A A small body combined with a high capacity make this star

drag multiplier perfect for targeting bigger species. Tranx A The totally new Tranx is designed
as a 'working machine for big fish'. Tyrnos This aluminium framed lever drag reel is available in
single and 2-speed versions and has built up a trusted reputation amongst serious boat anglers.
Maintenance Port Yes. Extra Spool 2 spare spools , 2 spare spools Body Material Hagane Body.
Family Type Big pit. Models 50, Spool Material Diecasted Aluminium. Models Big, Medium.
Spool Material Cold Forged Aluminium. Spool Material Ultra Duralumin. Line Lay Aerowrap
Oscillation system. Spool Material Aluminium. Calcutta Conquest The Calcutta Conquest is the
flagship model of the round profile baitcasting reels in the Shimano Europe range. Body
Material Power Aluminium. Family Type Electric. Plays This reel is poised to be the new basic of
powerful electric reels, with a body that is redesignd to be low profile, enabling the user to
control with a single hand. Line Lay Varispeed II. Models HG,HG. Caius The Caius is the
entry-level baitcasting reel. Models 71HG, 71XG. Curado MGL The Curado MGL is the smallest
Curado model available, and it is developed to handle a wide array of lures
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while excelling at comfortably casting smaller lures. Models ,,,HG, C, Models PG, PG. Genpu
XT Genpu XT is specifically developed for a wide variety of light offshore vertical techniques.
Bearings 5. Models 71 , 71HG, 71XG. Saragosa SW-A The new Saragosa SW is a mid-priced
durable, powerful and light weight saltwater reel designed purposely for offshore casting and
jigging. Models C Models ,, ,, , C, Handle Screw in machined aluminium single handle. Family
Type Big Pit. Handle Machined aluminium single handle. Body Material Aluminium X-Shield.
Waterproof Drag X-Shield. Handle Screw in forged, aluminium handle single. Handle Screw in,
machined aluminium single handle. Twinpower FD Twin Power has always been synonym of
strength and reliability, and the new FD model is once again raising the quality standards for the
spinning reels of its category. Body Material Magnesium. Spool Material Long stroke Aluminium andonized - Cold forged. Bearings 3. Models HG Left Hand. Waterproof Drag NO.

